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We’ve organized this  five day sesshin here,  and I’ve chosen to give teisho on

Baso’s famous phrase ”this very mind is Buddha”

I always tell you, but I truly do not want you to forget as you listen to the teishos

on this koan, that all koans are founded upon the same fundamental activity, that we call

the dharma activity, or the activity of Tathagata.

If  you  really  listen  carefully  to  the  talks  about  the  dharma  activity,  you  will

understand that this teaching is different from most religions. It’s fundamentally different

from almost any other kind of teaching that you’ve ever come across.

I think it’s fair to say that religions are teachings that teach about God, and further,

they are teachings that teach about the relationship between people and God.

Buddhism simply does not recognize the validity of a God who creates the world.

In the Buddhist world, that god prior to Buddhism was called Brahma, and Buddhism

doesn’t recognize that there is some god called Brahma who creates everything, so you

can see how different a teaching this was then from previous teachings.

For people who have been raised being taught to believe in a creator God, for

those sorts of people to hear the teachings of Buddhism it’s natural for them to think that

Buddhism is a weird, strange, hard-to-understand teaching

What then is this teaching called Buddhism?

The teaching called Buddhism is founded upon the fundamental tenets that all of

us are made through the acting of two, essential, opposing forces, and that the world we

live in is also made through those two forces.
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The  teaching  of  Buddhism  acknowledges  the  validity  of  these  two  essential,

opposing activities, and says that there simply are no other workings or activities outside

of them.

Buddhism  wonders  about  itself,  knowing  that  it  is  founded  on  the

acknowledgment of these two essential opposing forces, it wonders whether most people

would therefore consider it to be a dualistic teaching, or teaching based on dualism.

However Buddhism further says quite clearly that those two essential opposing

activities are never in a fixated situation.

It  is the very nature of these two essential  opposing forces to unify with each

other, and then face each other again and unify and face over and over again. Because

they inevitably manifest this state of unification,  Buddhism could perhaps be called a

teaching based not on dualism, but rather a teaching based on monism.

Buddhism teaches about this state of unity in great detail however, and further

states that that unity has both of the essential forces as its content.

In Buddhism we give these two essential forces special names and call them tatha-

gata, ‘thus going’ on the one hand, and tatha-agata, ‘thus coming’ on the other hand.

As I always tell you, one way that Buddhism defines these two opposing activities

is to say that the tatha-gata activity, ‘thus going’ activity is the one that affirms the self,

and tatha-agata, ‘thus coming’ activity negates the self.

Buddhism and especially Tathagata Zen further says that because the tatha-gata

activity is the self- affirming activity, it could be called the activity of existing and the

tatha-agata activity because it is the self-negating activity, could be called the activity of

not existing.

Or if we understand the tatha-gata activity to be the living activity then the tatha-

agata activity is the dying activity.

If we enumerate all the different pairs of opposing functions, there really are an

uncountable number of these opposites.
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We can even understand it like this: if there is good, then there also is evil.

Or,  likewise,  if  the tatha-gata  activity  is  the activity  that  makes man,  then the

tatha-agata activity would be the activity that makes woman.

And in Tathagata Zen another way we name these two essential forces in order to

investigate them carefully, is to call the tatha-gata thus going activity the activity of the

object, and to call the tatha-agata thus coming activity the activity of the subject.

When tatha-gata  and tatha-agata  are  working together,  unifying  and becoming

distinct from each other, unifying and facing each other over and over again, that can be

called a state of unification, but also a state of duality; a state of duality but also a state of

unification. Traditionally that has been described as the state of ‘not one, not two’ and

this state of  ‘not one, not two’  having both tatha-gata and tatha-agata as its content, was

called the state of The Tathagata, and later, the Buddha named this same activity of The

Tathagata the dharma activity.

The activity of The Tathagata, the dharma activity, repeats unifying tatha-gata and

tatha-agata, and then having them face each other, or become distinct from each other,

over and over again, and finally, a different situation arises, a different condition arises

that is what we call the manifestation of the three worlds within this one world. In other

words when we said in Buddhism ‘one is three’ that means three worlds have manifest

within the one world.

In other words, as tatha-gata and tatha-agata repeat unifying and facing each other,

a new situation different from just facing each other arises. This different new situation is

when these two essential opposing forces actually separate from each other.

When we say that the two activities unify and face each other that means that there

is no separation involved, they are either directly meeting each other, or totally one with

each other.

According to Tathagata Zen the activity described as ‘not one not two,' includes

the state in which the two forces are directly meeting each other, and a different state in

which they are totally one with each other.
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These two states of total unification and meeting repeat over and over one after the

next until finally a different condition arises in which the meeting actually becomes a

separation.

When plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata do actually separate from each

other, in order to separate from each other, they both ‘spit out’ a part of themselves, they

both sacrifice a part of themselves. And those parts that they give are equal to each other.

And  those  equal  given  parts  come  together,  unify  with  each  other  and  become  an

imperfect, incomplete manifestation in between the activities of plus and minus.

As I often describe it, the plus activity gives one hundredth millionth of himself

and the minus activity simultaneously gives one hundred millionth of herself, and those

two one hundred millionth parts  of plus and minus unify and become an incomplete

manifestation in between plus and minus.

The amount of plus and minus that are given are very incomplete amounts, very

imperfect amounts. Only one hundred millionth of the total power of plus and minus is

given, but those amounts are equal to each other, therefore when they unify with each

other,  that  is  the  manifestation  of  zero.  That  imperfect  zero  appears  in  between  the

activities of plus and minus.

At the very moment that this imperfect zero appears in between plus and minus,

plus and minus themselves also become imperfect This is the teaching of Tathagata Zen

The plus  activity  has  become incomplete,  the  minus  activity  has  also  become

incomplete, and the incomplete zero that is comprised of those one hundred millionth of

plus  and  minus  coming  together  is  also  of  course  incomplete  and  that  incomplete

imperfect zero, according to Tathagata Zen, is called the present moment

This  imperfect  zero  that  has  received  one  hundred millionth  of  both plus  and

minus is called the present moment, according to Tathagata Zen, but it is not easy to

understand what is truly meant by this. And Tathagata Zen further says that it is at the

very moment, the present moment manifest, that plus becomes imperfect plus and minus

becomes imperfect minus.
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The plus activity that has become imperfect plus is called ‘the past’ and the minus

that has become imperfect minus is called ‘the future’. This is how we name these two

imperfect activities as they face the present moment.

The complete condition, the perfect state is perfect, complete. Nobody can see that

state. It is only all of plus and all of minus working together, that is the state that has no

need to avoid or reject anything, and no need to seek anything. There is no one that can

see that. It has no need to be seen.

That state of perfection is an activity, the activity I previously called ‘not one not

two’. But in contradistinction to that perfect complete state is the imperfect condition

which  is  comprised  of  the  three  worlds  of  past  present  and future,  and we call  that

imperfect state in Buddhism the world of discrimination or differences.

In the three worlds it is the present moment that has both plus and minus as its

content. That, according to Buddhism, is the very foundation of any existent being

It is at the very moment that the present moment manifests that past and future

also manifest

I know I’m an old man. I’m in the situation of going on 94, and so the stories I tell

are old man kind of stories and are difficult  to listen to.  But what I ask you, what I

implore you to do, is to take what you’ve heard, just as you’ve heard it, and contemplate

it over and over until you can actually manifest the wisdom that grasps it clearly

What I want you to contemplate for yourselves is that when the present moment

begins, in other words, when the self begins, is the very moment that past and future

appear.

In this state, all three parts of this state are imperfect. It’s an imperfect situation all

around, and that is why it is the state of differences and discrimination - each aspect

discriminating itself from the other

According to Buddhism when the present moment first appears, it does not yet do

the  function  of  consciousness,  but  it  grows  and  develops  and  comes  to  have
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consciousness and it will inevitably come to have the kind of consciousness that knows

that the state of the three worlds is an imperfect state- is the state of discriminating.

Buddhism says that the world of past present and future is the same thing as to say

the world of discrimination.

This world of the three worlds of past present and future is a world of differences.

Each one of these three is different from each other and this is also the same as to say the

world of form, or ‘rupa’.

‘The  human  world’  when we  say  that,  when  we use  that  term,  refers  to  this

material world of form.

Before the present moment appeared, there was no present, there also was no past

and no future.  That world was simply the world of all of plus and all of minus unifying

and facing, unifying and becoming distinct over and over. And that world, in contrast to

the material  world, is the NON material  world.  I suppose we can call  that world the

spiritual world.

The teaching of Buddhism very clearly distinguishes between the manifestation of

the  material  world  and  the  manifest  of   the  non-material,  spiritual  world.  The  non-

material, spiritual world is the world of utter equality. It is the world of an equality that

doesn’t need to talk about equality. That’s what is meant by zero, perfect zero, complete

zero - the state of perfection itself.

The teaching  of  Buddhism implores  you selves  who are  expanding out  at  the

present moment to manifest the wisdom that clearly knows the difference between the

spirit world and the material world; the material world and the non-material world. The

non-material world that is utter equality even when plus and minus are facing each other,

it is a world of equality.

When the three worlds of past present and future manifest right in the body of the

one world, that is the human world. That is the world of sentient beings, that is the world

of sentience or feelings. But Buddhism says that without fail that world of sentient beings
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will again dissolve, and again the complete world that is only all of plus and all of minus

working together will appear.

As I began talking about previously, in Tathagata Zen as we actually get down to

practice, we talk about the guest and host, and the guest is the plus activity or the object,

and the host is the minus activity or the subject. Subject and object totally unify. That is

complete zero.

According to Buddhism the state of the utter unification of subject and object is

the state where plus is totally experiencing the state of minus at the same time that minus

is totally experiencing the state of plus.

Another way that we can understand this is to understand the plus, male activity,

to be the activity of the self, so the plus male self activity in this case is the object and the

minus female other-than-self activity is the activity of the subject, and when subject and

object  come together  these two pluses and minuses totally  unify with each other and

manifest perfect zero.

What about before plus and minus unified as zero? Then, plus and minus were

opposing each other.

The meaning of facing each other in this instance is that plus is NOT experiencing

minus in this manner likewise minus is not experiencing plus.

Buddhism teaches  however  that  although we call  this  a  state  of  opposition  or

facing there is nothing outside of this state of opposition - this state of opposition itself is

a manifestation of perfect zero.

Then that state of facing or opposition breaks apart and the two activities break

through each other and plus totally experiences minus and minus completely experiences

plus and then the complete manifestation of zero appears.

This state in which the two essential forces face each other and then break through

each other and totally experience each other in other words unify with each other and

then face each other again and totally experience and unify with each other again over
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and over, is the state of the activity which gives birth to all things, therefore it is called

the condition of the Origin of all things.

The teaching of Tathagata Zen is the teaching that implores you to do zazen and to

come to know this source, this origin.

At least as one provisional way of teaching Buddhism also describes this activity

of plus and minus facing and unifying facing and unifying over and over to be the activity

of being ‘pregnant’ with all things.

The state of the root source is an activity of being pregnant with everything.

According to Buddhism undoubtedly that activity of pregnancy will arise at the

season when it now does the activity of giving birth. At that season at that time it does the

activity of birthing all things.

As  I’ve  been  telling  you,  that  activity  of  giving  birth  is  the  activity  of  the

separation of guest and host - the separation of object and subject, in which plus and

minus  give  an  equal  one  hundred millionth  part  of  themselves  and give  birth  to  the

present moment  I hope now you understand what I’m talking about.

At the  very moment  that  the  present  moment  manifests,   past  and future  also

manifest. Simultaneously past  present and future appear.  This fundamental law of nature

of simultaneous functioning is very important. This is what you should be contemplating

carefully when you sit zazen.

Buddhism also teaches that as you strive to contemplate this activity, you must

find some way or another to see that the plus activity is the expansion and the minus

activity is the contraction activity and those two activity of expansion and contraction

have an equal amount of strength.

Buddhism emphasizes that you must find a way to see that these two forces have

different characters, different personalities, but they have equal power.

You must find a way to recognize or see the two essential opposing forces, and

you must find a way to see that they are different from each other but have equal strength.
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And further Buddhism says that you must find a way to recognize that in the origin they

are acting totally will-lessly.

And  if  you  contemplate  this  carefully  you  also  will  inevitably  manifest  the

wisdom that knows that plus and minus will without fail, then from that will-less state

come to separate from each other. Subject and object will separate from each other.

If  you agree  with this  contemplation,  according to  Buddhism, you will  finally

come to see how the self that says ‘I Am’ comes to manifest. You will finally come to

know the very nature of the manifestation of the ‘I Am’ self.

When the self first manifests, it only does the activity of sensation or feeling, but

that activity of sensation it does isn’t a totally satisfying one even, and of course it has not

come to manifest the wisdom that understands  the nature of its birth.

According to Buddhism that function of sensation grows, evolves, develops until

it becomes the function of knowing, the function of consciousness.

You can see from this that Buddhism is a teaching that acknowledges the validity

of evolution.

It  is  through encountering the activity  of the separating of guest  and host,  the

separating of object  and subject  that the self  manifests,  but that self  is never fixated.

Without fail it will again encounter the activity of the unification of object and subject

and  when  that  happens,  the  past  disappears  the  present  disappears,  the  future  also

disappears, and complete zero manifests.

It's very difficult to really understand this, but actually it isn’t difficult at all, for

people who have clear thinking, clear heads, they will AT ONCE understand this.

The process of growth, maturation, development, includes both the separation of

subject and object and the appearance of the self and the unification of subject and object

and the disappearance of the self. These two repeat innumerable times. It is only after

uncountable numbers of repetitions of these two that the self  develops consciousness,

according to Buddhism.
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Buddhism cautions all of us saying “we all go around saying ‘I am,”  but that ‘I

am’-proclaiming consciousness didn’t occur in some random, unconditional way.

That ‘I Am’- proclaiming consciousness, that ‘I Am’ self will unfailingly again

dissolve, and manifest zero, and manifest the complete condition.

This state of zero, this state of the unification of subject and object is the perfect

manifestation of the activity of The Tathagata the perfect manifestation of the dharma

activity. And Buddhism states that there is no true salvation, there is no true peace of

mind apart from the manifestation of that and there can be no manifestation of zero when

there is still an 'I Am'-proclaiming self. Therefore, you must find a way to dissolve the

self and manifest zero - unification of subject and object

In  Tathagata  Zen  so  that  people  will  get  interested  in  it,  in  order  to  ‘pique’

people’s  interest  ,  we  personify  this  state  of  absolute  perfect  zero,  this  state  of  the

unification of subject and object,  and call  it  the manifestation of the activity  of True

Love.

Buddhism further says that this process of the repetition of the unification and

separation of subject and object over and over again continues to repeat until undoubtedly

the state where it doesn’t need to be done anymore is reached.

This  process  of  growing,  maturing,  developing;  this  place  in  which  growing

occurs, is the place where the plus activity is leading and being helped and accompanied

by the minus activity.

Previously I mentioned one hundred million and I spoke of the first separation of

subject and object as plus and minus giving one hundred millionth of themselves; well,

when this  process is complete perhaps we can say that this process has occurred one

hundred million times.

This activity of repeating the process of growing one hundred millionth, one step

at a time over and over again until this process is complete, according to Buddhism, can

ONLY be done by a human being.
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In fact Buddhism says that not even a human being can truly experience this total

state of one hundred million but it is possible for people to manifest the wisdom that

knows this state, although this is very difficult to understand.

Buddhism says that although it is not possible for everyone to make the total one

hundred millionth amount of power their content, it is possible for everyone to manifest

the wisdom that knows that that one hundred millionth state is their self.

But this is a very difficult point and I won’t try to talk any more about it today. I’ll

keep on trying to explain this tomorrow.

In Buddhism even in the Heart Sutra it says ‘form is emptiness’.

And Baso is taking this fundamental teaching of  “shiki soku ze ku” form is itself

emptiness , and he is teaching that same exact teaching with his own expression ‘ this

very mind is Buddha’.

But it is very difficult to really understand this, so I’ll stop here today and continue

this tomorrow.

終

The End 
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